Pullout Cabinet CAB35 / CABDR35 with Locking Doors
The Ultimate In Versatility and Space
CAB35 is our largest pullout cabinet. It is
outfitted with a series of slots that will accept
stationary or pullout shelves and mini drawers,
which can be spaced apart to carry small
electronic parts or large paint cans. It is the
exact height of one 20.5" cabinet and one
14.5" cabinet stacked together, making it a
valuable module in configurations. Office
server station or home theater command
center, AV stereo cabinet or computer station,
laptop storage and charging station or parts
cabinet - this cabinet can do it all. It is
available with locking doors (CABDR35) or
without doors (CAB35). As a stereo or AV
component cabinet, it is wide enough to
handle two stacks of electronic components
CAB35 / CABDR35 lives up to its 35-inch height
It is just the right height for a counter or a walk-up computer station. Our customers have been creating their retail counter
system with Can-Am cabinets for over 30 years, and CAB35 / CABDR35 always finds a place. Put it on a caddy, finish it off
with a mica top, and you've got the perfect rolling storage workbench for the office, warehouse, garage or workshop. It is
equipped with a series of slots that accept our optional pullout or stationary shelves as well as mini drawers. You can mix and
match these drawers and shelves to create just the solution you need. It lets you fit more shelves and drawers than any other
cabinet, and they can be placed at just about any height. Shelves and drawers are sold separately.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 55 lb (70 lb with locking doors)
Cabinet Dimension: 37.75" W x 35" H x 20" D
Inside Dimension: 35.75" W x 33" H x 19" D
Construction: 20 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
FEATURES
- Series of slots accepts optional shelves and drawers
- Large wiring holes fitted with plastic bushings or caps
- Ideal height for a counter or walk-up computer station
- 33" of inside height for lots of extra tall components
- Adjustable levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet
off the floor. They rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Provides safe, secure, dust-free storage.

How Does It Stack Up?
CAB35 / CABDR35 is the size of one 14.5"
cabinet and one 20.5" cabinet stacked together.

Stack one ‘14 Series’
cabinet and one ‘20 Series’
cabinet to line up with a
CAB35 or CABDR35.
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OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS / PULLOUT SHELF / STATIONARY SHELF / MINI DRAWER
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